Welcome to Dolomite Mountains

Sardinia by Road Bike

Sardinia is a real paradise for bikers thanks to its mild weather, beautiful and various landscapes, quite roads, healthy
and tasty foods, and Sardinian hospitality.

DOLOMITE MOUNTAINS S.r.l. / Tour Operator
Strada Micurá de Rü, 18 - 39036 San Cassiano in Badia (BZ) / Dolomites, Italy
Italy: +39 0471 840005 / North America: +1 866 247 4860
info@dolomitemountains.com / www.dolomitemountains.com

Highlights

TELEPHONE

HIGHLIGHTS
●

North American Office

Discover Sardinia’s famous beaches along the Orosei Gulf, characterized by transparent

+1 866 247 4860

water and intense turquoise colors

Italian Office

●

Bike on Sardinia’s terrain that winds through mountains and along the Mediterranean Sea

+39 0471 840 005

●

Enjoy the Sardinian food, wine, and hospitality of the local people

EMAIL
info@dolomitemountains.com
OVERVIEW
Discover Sardinia – a land with mountains are as tall as the surrounding seas are deep, and
everything from ancient cultures to beautiful beaches can be explored from the comfort of

FAX
+39 244386376

modern accommodations.
Sardinia is the boosting destination for cycling tourism: stunning landscapes and historic

ADDRESS

traditions truly make the island its own a continent. Sardinia is a real paradise for bikers

Strada Micurà de Ru 18

thanks to its mild weather, beautiful and various landscapes, quite roads, healthy and tasty

39036 San Cassiano in Badia (BZ)

foods, and Sardinian hospitality.

Dolomites - Italy

This tour brings you from the pick of the island, the Gennargentu massif, to the enchanting
old mining villages and breathtaking beaches of the South West of Sardinia. Cozy four star
hotels and outstanding food experiences make this tour unforgettable.

DOLOMITE MOUNTAINS OFFERS

Join us biking mountain trails and coastal tracks, and exploring incredible beaches,
discovering the incredible relationship between the mountains and surrounding sea of
Sardinia.

PRE AND POST TRAVEL
PLANNING ASSISTANCE TO ALL
SURROUNDING CITIES ETC. IF
YOU NEED HELP WITH YOUR
HOTELS OR TRAIN TICKETS,
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT YOUR
TOUR COORDINATOR TODAY.
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Day by Day
SAFETY AWARENESS AND

Day 1 - Benvenuti in Sardegna!
Meeting at Cagliari Airport CAG, and after 40 minutes of van to reach Barumini, you will

TRAINING

discover the magnificence of Su Nuraxi di Barumini, included in the UNESCO list of World
Heritage Sites; this is a fine example of the over 7000 Nuraghe in Sardinia, evidence of a

Adventurous activities in the mountains

fascinating civilization dating back to 1500 BC. From here you’ll continue cycling on a long and

have their dangers. These can never be

beautiful climb that brings you in the middle of the biggest mountains of the island. The hotel

removed altogether but they can be

has a wonderful setting in a chestnut wood, and is close to the village.

minimized. At Dolomite Mountains, our aim

(50km / 31 miles cycling, 1,200m / 3,937' elevation change.)

is to provide you with a thrilling holiday

D... 3-Star Hotel

directed with maximum attention to your
safety and that of others. We give you the

Day 2 - Gennargentu epic loop
Today is the “King of the Mountains” day! You’ll ride an epic loop around the highest peaks of
Sardinia, through the woods of Barbagia Belvì and Seulo, the mountain pastures of Barbagia
Ollollai and finally the typical “Tacchi” of Ogliastra, which are limestone plateaus with high
white cliffs, the unique landscapes of this beautiful corner of Sardinia. You will be surprised by

opportunity to learn mountain-craft skills
and understand about the hazards, how to
minimize the risk, and how to cope with
incidents should they happen. All mountain

the wild beauty of nature, where the action of erosion of the river and its tributaries have carved

activities require appropriate clothing and

valleys, creating bizarre shapes out of the rocks.

equipment. This is ensure preparedness for

(165km / 102 miles cycling, 4,000m / 13,123' elevation change.)

quickly changing weather conditions and

B,D… 3-Star Hotel

varying activities.

Day 3 - Down from the mountains
In the first part of the morning you’ll go down through the mountains through the Mandrolisai

TRAVEL INSURANCE

region, then you’ll reach the Marmilla, a rolling area covered with wheat fields, orchards and
olive groves. You’ll finish the day by crossing the Campidano plain to the foot of the massif of
Monte Linas, and you’ll prepare to face tomorrow in the charming oasis of your beautiful hotel.

We strongly recommend that you purchase
trip cancellation / interruption insurance to

(120km / 74 miles cycling, 1,500m / 4,921' elevation change.)

protect your travel investment when you

B,D… 3-Star Hotel

book your trip. We offer optional trip
Day 4 - The Costa Verde and old mines of Sardinia

cancellation / interruption insurance through

You’ll begin this long day with some easy, perfect for a good warm-up, 30km / 18,6 miles. After

World Nomads at a supplemental cost. It

the lagoon of Marceddì you’ll pass by the majestic Costa Verde, that’s quite a movie location

combines trip cancellation and interruption

thanks to the old mining villages and sandy dunes. You’ll continue uphill in the middle of the

coverage (for covered reasons only),

mountains of Montevecchio, then a beautiful view on the huge Campidano flat will lead you to
Arbus. From here you’ll enjoy a breathtaking downhill to Buggerru, then up again towards the
inland and down to Nebida, where you can admire the “Pan di Zucchero “ (sugar loaf), a white
limestone rock that arises from the sea, from one of the best panoramic terraces of the west
coast. After the long beach of Funtanamare you’ll climb again the mountains to Arbus, this time
going through the thick forests of oaks that hide the old abandoned mining villages, full of
secret and fascinating stories.
(190km / 118 miles cycling, 3,500m / 11,483' elevation change.)
B,D… 3-Star Hotel
Day 5 - Good bye!
After breakfast, private transfer to Cagliari Airport.
B…
Trip itinerary may vary based on weather conditions, fitness levels and abilities of participants,
and/or the recommendations of your guide.
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baggage loss protection, and medical
coverage along with additional emergency
evacuation are available through our web
site.

Details
Length: 5d / 4n
Dates:

This trip is available as a custom, private departure on dates of your choosing from

April to mid-June and from mid-September to November
Start / Finish: Cagliari Elmas International Airport (CAG)
Activity Level: Moderate – Challenging
For road bikers in good physical condition.

COST:
On request
Includes:
●

In/out airport transfers (Cagliari)

●

Trip briefings with your guide

●

Logistics and map of the area

●

4 nights accommodation in 3-star hotels

●

All breakfasts

●

All Dinners

●

Snacks and water during rides

●

Local English speaking bike guide

●

Van assistance

●

Luggage transportation inn to inn

●

Local tourist tax

●

Italian VAT tax

Ready to take the next step?
To request more information, just complete and return our Trip Questionnaire, or contact
us directly to plan your Dolomite Mountains vacation today!
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Accommodations
At Dolomite Mountains, we hand pick accommodations that best reflect the style of each
region, to provide you with the most authentic experience of the unique cultures found in the
different cities and towns where we travel. We work directly with the owners of each property,
forging strong relationships to ensure you receive the best service and care during your stay.
Regardless of whether it is a five-star luxury hotel or a cozy bed and breakfast you desire, we
choose the best-in-class accommodations within each category, providing you stays at the
most sought after hotels in each region. And, we always make sure you have access to
inspired, regional cuisine!
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